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A hot tub is an investment into improved health and family friendly entertainment. 

It’s an opportunity to enjoy some well-deserved relaxation, on demand stress relief 

and year round rejuvenation. However, with so many different models, features 

and even more price points, without a few tips, purchasing the right hot tub to fit 

your needs and lifestyle can be challenging. If you’re a first time buyer, the 

following guide will help ensure your purchasing experience goes as planned.  

With tips and strategies for choosing a hot tub to deciding on the right location to 

maintenance and extras, getting informed before you buy is a smart purchasing 

strategy and the most effective way to get maximum value from a quality hot tub 

that is sure to bring years of health and happiness. 

 

Step 1- Ask Yourself, Why Am I 

Buying a Hot Tub? 

The answer to that question is most likely 

obvious if you are in the market for one. 

Nevertheless, taking the time to think about 

why you want a hot tub is key for guiding 

almost everything else that happens during the 

buying process.  

In other words, buying a spa to entertain friends 

and family is a much different process than 

buying a spa for you and your spouse to relax in 

a peaceful environment now that you are 

“empty nesters”.  

If partying is your motivation, you’ll certainly want to invest in a large spa 

designed to hold several people at one time. On the other hand, if it’s just the two 

of you, a smaller, more compact spa might fit your lifestyle better. Taking a minute 

to identify why you are buying a hot tub will help you narrow your choices more 

effectively.  
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Of course, there are other compelling reasons for wanting a spa- improved health 

for instance. If you experience back pain, need help controlling your diabetes or 

you’re looking to relieve symptoms of fibromyalgia, a spa with optimized 

hydrotherapy options may be just the solution. The point is, there are many varied 

reasons why people purchase hot tubs and thinking through these reasons will help 

you choose the right spa to fit not only your budget, but your lifestyle as well.  

Step 2 – You Need to Consider 

Size, Shape and Seating 

Now that you have uncovered the reasons why you are buying a hot tub in the first 

place, the next thing to do is to determine the size of the tub and the seating 

preferences that will suit you best. The 

good news is, the days of hot tubs being 

restricted to one or two shapes are long 

gone. And while many spas are 

rectangular or square, there are many 

more design options to complement 

almost any space. In fact, triangular 

models fit perfectly in the corner, making 

the most of a small space.  

Think through who will be using the hot tub most. If you live alone or with a 

spouse, you may not need seating for seven. However, if you plan on inviting the 

family over on the weekend or you live near relatives who visit often, a larger 

model may make more sense. Be honest about your expectations regarding who 

will be using the spa the most and avoid buying more spa than you truly need.  

When it comes to seating arrangements, there is a wide range of options available. 

Choosing the right combination of seats will enhance not only your comfort while 

using the spa, but also, the hydrotherapy experience. The most traditional seating 

style found in hot tubs is the bench seat. 
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Bench seats are a practical option because 

it’s easy for many people to share one bench, 

maximizing space and entertainment 

possibilities. Bench seats are vertical, 

meaning your feet are on the floor and your 

back is upright.  

A good choice for larger tubs where many 

people will be sharing in the hydro-massage 

experience at one time, bench seating is easy 

and accommodating.  

Contoured seats are more comfortable than benches and offer a relaxing “fit” that 

contours or outlines the natural curve of the body while seated. Contoured seats 

can be intricate, shaped directly into the shell design.  

Contoured seats are designed to maximize the hydrotherapeutic experience with a 

variety of high-powered jets built into the tub in numerous sizes to target key body 

areas or “zones” for the most beneficial experience. While contoured seats are very 

relaxing, they typically cannot accommodate as many people as benches and 

seating is limited.  

Some modern spas have innovative 

seating options like lounge or therapy 

style seats. In addition to being 

extremely comfortable, lounge style 

seating offer maximum comfort for 

one, even two with doublewide 

versions. Lounge style seats simulate 

chaise lounges and are designed for 

reclining for an optimal hydro-massage 

experience.  

Keep in mind, while lounge style seat are ultra comfortable, they are also 

restrictive, limiting the amount of seating areas in the spa.  
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If you plan on entertaining often, lounge seats may not be the most appropriate 

choice for all of your guests to enjoy the hot tub together. Therapy seats are similar 

to lounge seats, offering maximized hydrotherapeutic benefits. With full body 

massage as a primary goal, therapy seats target the neck, back, shoulders, arms, 

thighs and calves, even the feet. Again, seating is limited in a spa with therapy 

seats.  

However, for the individual seeking the best hydrotherapeutic experience, nothing 

compares to the right therapy seat. Regardless of the type of seating you ultimately 

choose, it’s easy to enhance the experience with headrests and pillows. And with 

some larger models, traditional seating can be combined with one or even two 

therapy chairs.  

Step 3- Location, Location, Location 

Whether you choose to enjoy your hot tub indoors or outdoors, the right location is 

critical and you should plan to give it some serious thought long before delivery.  

After all, the right spot ensures you will be able to enjoy your spa year round easily 

and conveniently while the wrong location can leave you disappointed and 

frustrated. So what types of things should you 

consider in a premium location for your spa? 

Indoors Or Outdoors - You may not have the 

space indoors to accommodate a hot tub and if 

that’s the case, then this decision is made for you. 

If indoor placement is an option, weigh the 

benefits of each carefully to choose the most 

appropriate location for your new spa.  

Remember, indoor locations demand extreme 

vigilance in terms of ensuring the right ventilation and drainage options. While an 

outdoor location may be more suitable, there are other considerations to think 

about like weather, privacy and convenience.   
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Ease of Access - One of the primary considerations in choosing the right location 

for any new spa is accessibility. Your hot tub is meant to be enjoyed year round, 

but you certainly do not want to have to fight through three feet of snow to get to 

it. The easier it is to access, the more use you will get from your investment. When 

surveying available space in the backyard or on a patio, remember to consider the 

distance between the spa and the house.  

Privacy - A hot tub can be a very social 

experience, but if you plan on relaxing 

alone or with a spouse, privacy may be an 

important consideration. In many parts of 

the country, the change of season brings 

along with it significant changes in 

landscape which naturally enhance or 

detract from privacy.  

The right location is important for ensuring the seclusion you need. Be sure to 

consider the view from inside the hot tub as well as from over the fence, across the 

bushes or through the full trees, which are sure to look different come fall. 

Safety - Safety is another serious consideration when choosing a location for your 

hot tub. With power lines and electrical equipment to think about, you need to 

ensure the spot you ultimately choose to place your spa is clear and free of 

obstructions. Particularly for service and maintenance, the electrical panel needs to 

be easily accessible and your installation must meet relevant city and local safety 

codes.  

Step 4 – Upkeep and Maintenance 

Maintenance is an important part of spa ownership that will keep your investment 

looking and performing at optimal levels for years. Despite what many people 

think, the right maintenance program doesn’t need to be time consuming and can 

be accomplished easily with the right products. For all spas, ongoing upkeep and 

maintenance involves two primary areas: water care and tub maintenance.  
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Water Care - The water in your spa is 

best when it is clean. Keeping clean, 

healthy water involves ensuring the 

right sanitization and filtration 

systems are working properly as well 

as draining and changing water as 

needed.  

The good news is, there is a variety of 

innovative products available for 

maintaining water that are easy and  virtually hands free, giving you more time to 

relax and enjoy your spa.  

From continuous, silent filtration systems to water sanitizing systems, ensuring 

clean, healthy, sparkling water is easier than ever. The right sanitizing system is 

easy to use, convenient and hassle free while eliminating dry itchy skin, red eyes 

and the unpleasant odor common with more traditional chlorine based water care. 

Rinsing debris from the filter cartridge with a water hose and replacing when 

necessary ensures your system continues to work at optimal levels.  

Hot Tub and Cover Maintenance - Keeping the shell and cover on your hot tub 

clean ensures it continues to provide you with the most enjoyable experience 

possible. Scuff marks, debris and dirt build-up can be removed easily by wiping 

the shell and exterior of your spa with a soft rag and a solution of water and dish 

soap. Baking soda can also be used for minor surface cleaning. A vinyl spa cover 

will continue to work as expected if it is cleaned with mild soap and water and 

conditioned with the a shield or protectant product.  

Spa maintenance is not complicated or overly time consuming with the right 

information and a few automated products. A little attention paid to the cover and 

shell along with some innovative water care and filtration solutions makes it easier 

than ever to enjoy a clean, healthy, high performing spa.  
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Step 5- Personalizing Your Hot Tub 

Accessorizing your hot tub is nice, but 

not required.  However, personalizing 

your hot tub and soaking experience 

with the right accessories is the key to 

enjoying your investment to its fullest 

potential. Here are a few things to 

consider:  

Cover Removal System - For entering 

the spa without having to manually lift 

a cover, the right removal system can enhance your experience. An easy way to 

prevent unnecessary damage to a cover, the right lift system eliminates the need to 

drag or pull the cover on and off with each use and may even increase the 

frequency with which you use your spa.  

Entertainment Center - It’s also possible to completely optimize your experience 

with a customized entertainment center including wireless television and surround 

sound. Imagine entertaining with a widescreen LCD television that’s waterproof, 

temperature resistant and fully rotational. Or, relax and unwind to the sounds of 

your favorite music tunes all conveniently accessible by waterproof remote.  

Steps and Spa Surround - More than a few spa 

owners choose to enhance their spa cabinetry 

with the perfect set of steps for easy access to the 

spa. Steps are practical for ensuring safety, offer 

aesthetic appeal and require little maintenance.  

Plus, don’t forget the wide variety of lighting and 

accessories for personalizing your hot tub even 

more. From towel racks to side umbrellas, it’s 

easy to customize the perfect retreat. 
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As a first time spa buyer, choosing the perfect hot tub without any guidance is 

difficult. By taking the time to review a few strategies on size and seating as well 

as maintenance expectations will ensure you make the most informed decision 

possible. A hot tub is an investment into improved health, family friendly 

entertainment and fun. With the right advice and information, you will be set up 

for success from purchase to delivery and beyond.  
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About Us 

 
Bachmann Pools & Spas, LLC was established in 1985 in Madison, Wisconsin. 

Since 1986 we have been a Watkins Dealer and Warranty Service Center in good 

standing. We are an award winning company with numerous local affiliations and 

strong ties to the community. 

Our product line includes: The complete line of Watkins Manufacturing and 

Bioguard products, Doughboy Pools, and Helo Sauna, Steam and Infrared. 

WHAT IS OUR MISSION? 

Our mission is to provide EXCELLENCE IN CUSTOMER SERVICE. We will 

achieve our mission by listening to our customers, being responsive to their needs, 

and providing them with a level of service exceeding their expectations. We will 

strive for perfection in all that we do. 

At Bachmann Pools & Spas we understand that we are in the service business, and 

that our ability to provide excellence in customer service is a direct result of the 

level of training and the desire of each employee to go the extra mile for our 

customers. Our goal is for each employee, regardless of position within the 

organization, to use their own judgment and act as owners of the company when it 

comes to taking care of customers. No company rule or policy is more important 

than taking care of our customers. 

http://bachmanns.com/awards
http://bachmanns.com/affiliations
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Bachmann's Approach to Hot Tubs 

The addition of a hot tub to your deck or backyard is an excellent way to increase a 

family's enjoyment of staying home. Your hot tub becomes the focal point of 

family fun and entertainment, while fitness-minded individuals read the benefits of 

hydrotherapy. 

One hot tub is not just as good as another - the same principle applies to their 

corresponding warranties. Buying a hot tub isn't an easy decision to make, and one 

you should not take lightly, so go ahead, ask as many questions as you like. 

We Are Consumer-Friendly 

 Since 1985 we've been an industry leader in South Central Wisconsin. 

 Our user-friendly Web site is filled with everything you need to know about 

buying a hot tub. 

 47% of our business is a direct result of referrals from happy customers. 

 We've sold over 9,500 HotSpring spas throughout South Central Wisconsin. 

 We have constant promotional sales and special offers including a rewards 

discount card.. 

 Our prices are always readily available and freely given. 

 We offer exemplary financing at the lowest market rates. 

 We have discounts for second and third system buyers with generous trade-in 

allowances. 

 Our sales staff is low-key and receives constant training to maintain unparalleled 

product knowledge. 

 We regularly shop our vendors to ensure that we procure the best products at the 

best prices to pass along to our valued customers. 
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We Offer Top Consumer Protection 

 Guaranteed Satisfaction Plan: 30-day Money Back Guarantee and Spa Exchange 

Privilege (please see EXCLUSIVE Total Satisfaction Guarantee) 

 1 Year, 100% Credit toward the purchase of any new HotSpring spa. When you 

trade in a HotSpot or used spa purchased from Bachmann Pools & Spas, the entire 

pre-tax sale price will be credited towards the purchase of any new HotSpring spa 

at our everyday low price. Up to twelve full months after date of delivery!!! – See 

store for details 

 All warranties available during the shopping process, so you'll be completely 

informed. 

 We only sell U.L. listed products. 

 We offer the most comprehensive product warranties in the industry. 

We Guarantee Exceptional Deliveries 

 Free on-site inspections available prior to delivery. 

 Free installation to your prepared site. We put it where you want it. 

 Our Delivery Promise: Your spa is unwrapped, leveled, filled and demonstrated by 

our delivery team. Complete water maintenance orientation is given. 

 Free water care starter kit with every new or used spa purchase. 

 Remote location shipping specialists (ask about our two-canoe delivery story!) 

 Extensive referral base for subcontractors - electricians, contractors, and decking 

specialists of Bachmann Construction Company, Inc. 

We Provide After-The-Sale, Dependable Service 

 We perform all our own service and we service what we sell. 

 Factory trained and Certified Service Technicians. 

 We make house calls for all remotely located spas - no need to send parts or 

components for repair. 

 All supplies available for complete water care. 
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Bachman Showroom 

2225 S. Stoughton Road 

Madison, WI 53716 

608-222-7727 

 


